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Full stack developer internship with option for full-time employment 

Location: Germany (internship may be remote) 

Minimum duration: 3 months 
 

As a full stack developer at MyCarmunity, you will be part of a fast-growing young startup 

with an exciting team of car enthusiasts from all over Europe. We are a diverse group of 

different ages, with everyone bringing a wide range of professional experience to the 

table. We all share a strong enthusiasm for cars and together we want to make the market 

for collector and enthusiast vehicles more transparent and safer. Your task will be to work 

on a re-launch of our front end and back end by transferring our current architecture from 

angular/typescript to a content management system and customize the infrastructure 

according to our business demands. If the project runs successfully and there is a great 

personal fit, we will offer a full-time employment opportunity in Germany. 
 

Where your expertise is needed: 

-Understand the current code written in python and the architecture based on angular 

-Decide for one CMS and develop the front end and back end accordingly  

-Customize and develop new plug ins for the CMS based on existing code on our 

auction software 

-Customize the database according to our internal work processes and daily business 
 

What we are looking for: 

-Sound knowledge of python, typescript, angular 

-Strong knowledge and experience with CMS (e.g., WordPress, drupal, Joomla) 

-Strong knowledge of php, javascript, typescript 

-Strong experience in programming CMS plug ins 

-Outstanding motivation to join a European startup that radically transforms the car 

collector’s industry  

-Ability to work under pressure and in a high-performance environment 

-Sound communication skills in English 

-Being a car enthusiast would be a plus but is not a must  

 

What we offer you: 

-Unique insights and responsibility in web development under the guidance of 

experienced colleagues 



 

-A flexible workplace where your talents are brought to the fore, and we work together 

as a team to advance your skills 

-Positive and constructive working environment with a special focus on open 

communication, flat hierarchies and continuous feedback 

-Work in an innovative and fast-growing startup with an interdisciplinary team that 

focuses on mutual respect 

-Be part of a young startup where your activities have a decisive impact and are used 

by real users 

-Attractive fixed salary with above-average expansion opportunities through social 

bonuses 

-Option for a very attractive permanent position in Germany 

 

About MyCarmunity: 

We are a car forum & auction house in one. All collector's and enthusiast’s cars are 

presented honestly and transparently. Anyone can ask questions publicly and, if 

interested, arrange a viewing appointment directly. User registration is free & non-binding. 

 

https://mycarmunity.com/  

https://mycarmunity.com/

